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New Metro Power Line Disruption

A sign of things to come? Recent works on Hampden Rd . Photo courtesy of P Bassarov.
T r a n s p o r t f o r N S W has proposed
the construction of a new electricity
power line from the Artarmon industrial
area to North Chatswood under local
roads, in a route that includes Hampden
Rd and Brand St. These works will
require the partial closure of 2 lanes on
Hampden Rd for a period between 6 to 12
months. This will cause major disruption
to the Hampden Rd area and, as a result,
will cause Artarmon to grind to a halt.
Hampden Rd is Artarmon’s main road.
It is the only road that can be used to
travel across and through Artarmon. It
links Artarmon east and west sides, and
provides resident access to Artarmon
Public School, local child care, shops,
medical facilities and the industrial area.
The new power line requires a jointing
bay to be built on the intersection of
Hampden Rd and Brand St. A jointing
bay is a large concrete structure that is
around 3.5 metres wide and 10.0 metres
long. Although the jointing bay will
be installed underground, the roadway
it occupies will be blocked to traffic
for the 6 -12 month period it is being
constructed and whilst the power lines in

the immediate area are being laid.
As a result of Transport for NSW’s
power line proposal, the Artarmon
community will experience significant
traffic disruption from the extended
partial closure of Hampden Rd and the
blocking of the Brand St intersection.
The Artarmon Village shops will be
severely disrupted by this proposal.
These shops rely on passing traffic for
business. The construction works will
reduce on street parking, limiting the
ability to park near the shops. This,
together with the traffic disruption, will
lead to customers avoiding the area
and loss of business to the shops. The
lost business could be permanent, as
new shopping habits are developed and
residents fail to return to the Village.
The business disruption will undermine
the viability of the Artarmon Village
shops and could result in the closure of
more shops.
Transport for NSW discarded five
other possible routes for the new power
line. One of these used the existing rail
corridor that runs from St Leonards
to Chatswood. This option was not
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By Peter Egan and Peter Wilton
considered because of concerns
over access to the rail corridor. It is
understood that the cost of this option
was lower than the proposed route,
it being shorter and more direct and
requiring limited road excavation.
A potential option that was not
considered by Transport for NSW was
the use of the new Chatswood metro rail
tunnels for the new power line. These
tunnels will pass under Artarmon,
within a few hundred metres of the
proposed power line route, and the
tunnels will have a similar power line
contained within it. It is understood that
this option was not considered because
construction of the tunnels will not be
completed in time for the opening of
the Chatswood to Epping metro line in
2019.
Artarmon Progress Association (APA)
is extremely concerned by the proposed
power line route under Hampden Rd
and is working with Willoughby City
Council and Artarmon Village to
highlight to Transport for NSW the
impact on the Artarmon community.
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Editorial
Greetings, dear readers, and welcome to the final Gazette of
2015! It has certainly been an eventful year for Artarmon,
with new shops opening (and sadly, some closing), and of
course, the renovations on our school and Village. This issue
is almost centred on these recent developments, as you may
have noticed with our lead article on the Metro Northwest cable route (p. 1). The
news of the Metro may be welcome to some, but perhaps not for others – as you
may gather from Nick Logan’s article on page 7. In related news, we also have
information on the Chatswood - Sydenham Metro, which you will find on page 15.
Another “hot topic” in our community is council amalgamations, in which
you will find a range of opinions on the matter. Christine Kelley covers the
amalgamation protests that occurred earlier last month (p. 6), while Cl. Sloane
offers an alternate view on the situation (p. 10). Whatever your stance on the
matter may be, I hope you will be proactive as an Artarmon resident and make
your voice be heard. Throughout this issue, you will find links and contact
information for your local councillors. Write to them and express your concerns.
Remember: if we band together to voice our opinions, we become stronger until it
is impossible to ignore the spirit of Artarmon.
I’m experiencing bittersweet emotions as I’m writing this. This will be my last
issue editing the Artarmon Gazette, and to say that I’ve had an amazing year
is an understatement. I’ve enjoyed every minute getting to know community
members, reporting on events and the growth of Artarmon as a whole. Before the
Gazette, I admit I wasn’t as aware of community news/events as I ought to be.
But post-Gazette, I will definitely be more involved in local news. Special thanks
to Parry Aliferis, Christine Kelley and, of course, Barry Thompson, who have all
guided me throughout this year of editing my first publication. I honestly couldn’t
have done it without them – and I know they will put in the same amount of time
and devotion towards next year’s editor.
On that final note, I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and New Year. Be safe,
love and take care of one another. It’s been both a privilege and challenge to
be the Editor of the Artarmon Gazette. Perhaps I’ll see you around Artarmon
Village!
– Helena Ho, Editor

Meet the Councillors

by Christine Kelley

At the October APA public information meeting, Ward Councillors Stuart
Coppock and Michelle Sloane gave updates and answered questions on a wide
range of topics, including:
Council Amalgamations pros and cons and the appointment of administrators,
should council fail to merge voluntarily.
WCC staff restructuring has brought about a reduction in senior management
and reorganisation of duties, for greater efficiencies and cost savings.
Stafford Road Childcare Centre DA – WCC does not support this DA, which
had minimal changes made before resubmission to court.
98 – 102 Hampden Road DA – finalised and build expected to begin by
Christmas.
Artarmon Bowling Club redevelopment –there are no plans to sell off to a
developer and we are promised “a good outcome from the bowling club’s decision
to move on”.
APS Upgrade –redevelopment of the school in 2016/2017 will increase capacity
and amenity.
Thomson Park - all weather surface completed and programme issued for
organised sport and community use.
Artarmon Station easy access upgrade - to be completed by end of 2015.
St Leonards tower blocks – The TWT towers DA, seeking to lower FSRs and
increase height, is going through the NSW government Gateway process.
St Leonards Central will be resolved when metro route determined.
Our community needs to remain vigilant against over-sized developments,
reduction of parks and open space, and monitor increased traffic flow from
Chandos via Herbert Sts to Artarmon.

President’s Note
Another year
is coming to a
close and, for
Artarmon, 2015
has been marked
by significant
community
action around
development,
infrastructure and village
amenities, resulting in:
• new confidence along the shopping
strip on finalisation of the 98-102
Hampden Rd DA;
• restriction of Channel 9’s DA to
450 units;
• anticipation of the nearly completed
station access upgrade;
• relief that a Metro tunnel under
Artarmon will preserve Artarmon oval
and bushland and avoid excess noise
for the village;
• unifying of businesses by
Artarmon Village Inc to enhance and
reinvigorate the shopping strip.
It is heartening to see the
commitment by both residents and
business community to creating
and maintaining the quality of the

by Christine Kelley

community, making Artarmon a
wonderful place to live.
Thanks to our ward councillors,
who work tirelessly on our behalf,
residents who support the APA, and
our marvellous APA committee who
bring a wealth of skills and experience
to their work. At our October AGM,
Dale McKay retired as president, Peter
Wilton became vice president and we
welcomed Sue Livingston as secretary.
This year has brought change to
the Artarmon Gazette – new Editor,
Helena Ho, and Co-ordinator, Parry
Aliferis; this issue, the addition of
some colour and the launch of an
electronic version, so you can get
your Gazette fix anywhere, anytime.
Sincere thanks to our entire Gazette
team for their hard work, including
our wonderful contributors; departing
designer Robin Phelan; Rob Magner
and his team of volunteer distributors;
and our loyal advertisers.
Ahead, we welcome the planned
redevelopment of Artarmon Public School,
with improved capacity and facilities.
However, facing us is the very
concerning prospect of the Metro

power cable route carving up Hampden
Rd and Brand St, bringing traffic
chaos, loss of parking, and lack of
access to the industrial area, hospital,
schools and shops.
The APA has joined with businesses,
school and council to oppose a route
which will be devastating for all
Artarmon residents, east and west,
but we need your help to change this
disastrous proposal and secure a better
solution.
Write now to local members,
Gladys Berejiklian and Anthony
Roberts, and Minister for Transport
& Infrastructure, Andrew Constance,
asking that Transport for NSW
route the cable through its own
infrastructure: either the existing rail
corridor or planned Metro tunnel.
Finally, on behalf of the APA
Committee, I wish you all a joyous,
safe and healthy festive season and a
happy and prosperous 2016!
*If you would like to contact me,
email me on:
pres@artarmonprogess.org.au

I nner T ouch
Natural Therapies
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Jin Shin Jyutsu • Energy Healing • TRE and more ...

Special
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only

$29

for an initial 90 min. session

(includes 30 min. consult. + 60 min therapy of your choice)
* Special price Gift Vouchers (for new clients use only)
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with their full price session and limited to one per visit.
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Olga Kulanowska
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www.innertouch.com.au

Rebates Available From Most Funds

suite 3, 84 Hampden Rd.
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APS Excels in School Year
by Jane Rowley

As the academic year draws to
a close, Principal Louise Green
has declared another successful
12 months for Artarmon Public
School (APS) students and staff.
Academically, APS again delivered
impressive results in the National
Assessment Program - Literacy
and Numeracy (NAPLAN) testing
program. The school recorded marks
well above the national average in both
English and mathematics. Over 84
percent of students in Years Three and
Five performed in the top two bands
in literacy and numeracy. “The school
is a consistent high performer and has
continued to achieve this year. Our
analysis of the results has indicated
our ‘steady-as-she-goes’ approach is
working well,” says Louise.
Students also excelled athletically,
representing the school in all
Department of Education Zone events.

artarmon framing
Custom framing

Mounting
Laminating
Artwork Hanging Systems
Canvas Stretching
Mirrors
Conservation Framing
Art Restoration
Advice and Help with
Presentation & Conservation
of Most Things
Andrew Fortescue
94a Reserve Road, Artarmon
Ph: 9439 9992

9.00–4.30 Mon–Fri • 10.00–2.00 Sat
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This year APS were Zone Athletics
Champions. They achieved this by
accruing the most points of any school
across all track and field competitions.
APS students also challenged
themselves intellectually by
participating in Artarmon Academy.
Unique to APS, the program was first
introduced in 2010 as a celebration of
the school’s centenary. Based on the
work of world renowned educationalist,
Sir Ken Robinson, Artarmon Academy
recognises the multiplicity of talent
in a student population. Children can
choose a diverse number of subjects
including languages, movie making,
food studies, space, art history, ukulele
playing, entomology, 3D printing,
advertising, business management,
debating and public speaking.
Culturally, students excelled in the
arts. The school bands had another
successful year, winning several
awards in competition whilst the
choirs and strings groups performed
at several concerts, culminating in
the inaugural recording of a school
CD. APS parent and renowned film
composer, Jessica Wells, arranged
for members of the school bands,
string groups and choirs to record in
a professional sound studio at Fox
studios. “The discipline of conquering
the nerves, tuning up and playing
together can’t be underestimated,” says
Jessica. “[And] the value of playing in
a professional studio is that when they
hear themselves back it really brings
their playing to life.” The recording
marked the first time the string group
and the band were combined together
to form the APS orchestra, which will
begin performing in competition next
year.

With an expanding music program,
it was fortunate that the State
Government approved funding for
the re-development of APS. This
has allowed the former library to be
converted into a new music room
and, in preparation for the continued
building works, the library has been
relocated to the Infants building in
Abbott Road. In 2016 a new library
and classrooms building is to be
constructed and a temporary campus
in Barton Road will accommodate
eight classes.
More students and a split campus
means extra staff are needed, so APS
will benefit from the addition of four
targeted graduates. These are newly
qualified teachers who have achieved
at a very high level at university.
“We enjoy having targeted graduates.
They are smart, committed, they’re
enthusiastic and they’re very open
to learning,” say Louise. Supporting
those graduates will be two new
assistant principals, Brooke Keevers,
promoted from within APS, and Crista
Wolski, a new member of staff.
Those staff will have plenty on
their plates with a split campus and
a continued focus on excellence.
However, Louise feels positive on
facing the challenges of a new school
year. “We’ve had a very successful
year. We’ve had fantastic teachers
who’ve worked really hard, and with
collaborative planning we’ve tried
really hard to make the result for
children the best we can going forward
into 2016.”
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Sun Sense and Skin Cancer
by Nick Logan

Two-thirds of all Australians will be
diagnosed with skin cancer by the time
they turn 70 and, every day, about 40
Australians are informed they have
the most deadly form of skin cancer:
melanoma.
Luckily, the vast majority of nonmelanoma skin cancers like squamous
cell carcinomas (SCC) and basal cell
carcinomas (BCC), which are relatively
easy to treat and rarely spread to other
parts of the body.
Rather than having national
population-wide screening, current
clinical guidelines recommend
examining your own skin and asking

your GP for a skin check if you notice
anything suspicious.
This means you need to familiarise
yourself with your skin and look for
new moles, sores, lumps or lesions – or
those that have changed size, shape or
colour.
People at high risk of skin cancer
should be proactive about having
their doctor check their skin. Those
of us previously diagnosed with skin
cancers, or who have had over 20 solar
keratoses, should see a dermatologist
regularly.
Other high-risk people include those
with red or blond hair, fair skin, blue

eyes or lots of moles, and those with
a first-degree relative who has had a
melanoma.
Of course, prevention is the best
practice and the highly successful
“Slip Slop Slap” campaign has recently
been extended to include “Seek”
shade and “Slide” on sunglasses.
For useful information, advice and
tools take a look at
www.knowyourownskin.com.au.
Don’t hesitate to visit us at Nick Logan
Pharmacist Advice for tips on SPF,
sunscreens and being sun smart this
summer.

End of an era: Artarmon Children’s Centre
by Peter Wang and Allison Lamaro

Regrettably, we will be saying farewell
to Artarmon Children’s Centre on
December 18, after almost 38 years
of early childhood service to local
children and families.
Over the past years the Centre,
located in Abbott Rd, has formed
strong links and relationships with its
local community and businesses. It has
also worked in close partnership with
Artarmon Primary School, with at least
25 children each year joining the school
in Kindergarten.
Artarmon Children’s Centre has
always had an open door that created
a warm, welcoming and inclusive

environment. Families from diverse
backgrounds and cultures have
been able to form strong connected
relationships with each other through
the various social events held by the
service. Many of these families have
no extended family in Australia and so
the service, its teachers and families
have become a very important part of
their own family.
A priority for Artarmon Children’s
Centre has always been to provide a
home away from home early childhood
environment, where nurturing and
learning go hand in hand. Each day,
through its cottage style and unique
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intimate setting, thirty 3 - 5 year old
children were loved, challenged and
inspired to become caring, capable,
contributing citizens of their world.
As a parent that has valued and relied
on this service, I want to acknowledge
the wonderful teachers and Director
who are dedicated and passionate about
their work with children. They have
provided stability for many children
through their long-term commitment
to the service, with an outstanding
program and environment that has
meant so much to many families in the
Artarmon community.
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Parks and Reserves Part 2 : Thomson Park

by Adrian Alexander
Thomson Park oval and basketball
courts have recently been upgraded.
The oval surface is now artificial
turf with markings for multi-sports.
New lighting towers have also been
installed.
The new surface will be more
durable and provide superior facilities
for both the Artarmon Public School
and outside hirers. The Children’s
Playground and other amenities within
the park are scheduled for upgrade
under the park’s Master Plan.
In 1890 the Government began
subdividing 50 acres (20.2 hectares)
of land bounded by Hampden Road,
Jersey Road, Reserve Road and Taylors
Lane. First residential allotments were
sold in 1894.
The Government in 1908 allocated
land in Abbott Road and McMillan
Road for the Artarmon Public School,
which opened in 1910. There was no
provision for public recreation within
the subdivision.

Artarmon residents have been
community active since the early
1900’s through the Artarmon Progress
Association. After public lobbying
in the early 1920’s, the Government
reallocated about 3 acres (1.2 hectares)
of Crown land in Reserve Road for
Public Recreation. On 12 January
1922, the Sydney Morning Herald
reported the APA “… was instrumental
in securing five blocks of land for
additions to Thomson Park .”
Thomson Park was officially
dedicated as a park on 13 March 1925
and a cricket field was constructed
during the Great Depression in
the 1930’s using Relief Workers.
Additional land in Jersey Road was
acquired in 1951 taking the total area
to 1.56 hectares.
Thomson Park, Thomson Avenue
and Thomson Lane were named after
Mr Dugald Thomson (1849-1922), a
merchant and politician. Mr Thomson
was the member for Warringah in

the NSW Legislative
Assembly 1894-1901.
He was a supporter of
Federation. In 1901 he
was elected as the first
member for the Federal
seat of
Mr Dugald Thomson
North
Sydney
in the House of Representatives and
served in the first three Australian
Parliaments. Thomson was Federal
Minister for Home Affairs 1904-1905.
He held the seat unopposed until 1910.
Mr. Thomson was a generous
supporter of philanthropic institutions
and he took a great interest in the
welfare of soldiers. He was actively
associated with founding the
Graythwaite Convalescent Home for
returned soldiers in North Sydney and
chairman of the North Sydney War
Memorial Committee and the King
Edward Memorial Fund.

Race Day Protest Stops Traffic
by Christine Kelley

On November 3rd, “the day that stops
the nation”, traffic on Willoughby Road
slowed to view a group of determined
Sydney community members attired
in Melbourne Cup finery. They were
gathered outside the Naremburn office
of NSW Treasurer Gladys Berejiklian
to protest against forced council
amalgamations.
Organised by Save Our Councils
Coalition (SOCC) supporter Clr
Lynne Saville, the protest included
community representatives of Sydney
councils: Willoughby, North Sydney,
Mosman, Hunters Hill, Holroyd,
Strathfield, and Pittwater.
Amidst anti-amalgamation placards,
race-day hats and frocks, and cries
of “Keep councils local!”, SOCC
representatives Robert Wilson (former
WCC councillor) and Lorraine Cairnes
presented the SOCC pledge to Ms
Berejiklian. The SOCC pledge calls
on politicians to respect their local
communities and local councils, not
to force councils to amalgamate and,
where councils mutually agree to
amalgamate, for a valid referendum to
be conducted.
Among those campaigning to
keep councils local were: Mosman

councillor Tom Sherlock, and
Willoughby councillors Lynne Saville
and Wendy Norton.
Clr Norton stated that the IPART
assessment of councils large and
small had shown that bigger is not
necessarily better and that a survey of
Willoughby residents had indicated a
clear first choice not to amalgamate.
“On its 150th anniversary,
Willoughby City Council is, like 90%
of Sydney councils, financially fit.”
said Clr Saville.
The Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) “Fit
for the Future” report released on
20th October concluded that nearly
two-thirds of the State’s 152 councils
were not “fit for the future”. The
government is encouraging councils
that do not meet its scale and capacity
criteria to merge voluntarily in an
attempt to bring cost savings and
provide better services. It is offering a
financial incentive of $25 million - $15
million for community infrastructure
and $10 million to help cover some of
the costs of the merge.
Willoughby City Council’s
submission to IPART in June 2015
made a strong case for Willoughby to

stand alone. However, Willoughby
City Council, while financially robust,
fails to meet the population benchmark
for scale and capacity and is required
to merge with another council or
councils or face being placed under
administration, pending a forced
amalgamation. To avoid the latter,
on 9th November, councillors voted
to amalgamate with North Sydney
Council. North Sydney Council,
however, continues to strenuously
oppose amalgamation and has resolved
to launch an immediate legal challenge
should it be placed in administration
pending a forced merger.
The outcome of the council
amalgamation process is expected to
be announced late December and at
this stage, like any Melbourne Cup
race, is anybody’s guess.
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ARTARMON VILLAGE INC.
UPDATE DECEMBER 2015
by Nick Logan
Artarmon Village Inc. has been very
busy indeed since Sydney Metro
Northwest announced in November
that their preferred option for cabling
between Willoughby and North
Chatswood is a jagged tear through the
heart of our suburb.
Their preferred “option 5” means
that two lanes of Hampden Road,
Brand St and Muttama Rd, will be
closed in 100-metre sections for more
than 6 months in the middle of next
year, choking our main arterial road
and access to the Royal North Shore
Hospital, Artarmon Public School
and St Leonards. Add to this that
the cabling is scheduled at the same
time as major developments at 98-102
Hampden Rd (60 weeks from Jan
2016) and the school (48 months from
mid-2016 affecting Barton, McMillan

and Jersey Roads).
During this time, traffic will be
reduced to a trickle and the car parking
for the shopping village will be largely
taken by dozens of workers associated
with each construction project.
The project will be devastating for
the businesses in the shopping village,
who have been holding their breath
these last few years for development
to revitalise the suburb. Customer
numbers are at an all-time low and the
livelihoods of the business owners and
their employees are on the line.
Artarmon Village Inc. would like to
thank Artarmon Progress Association
for their support, along with
Willoughby City Council, especially
our Mayor Gail Giles-Gidney and
Deputy Mayor Michelle Sloane
and also our local member, Gladys
Berejiklian, who has taken up our
cause at a state level.
If you value Artarmon Shopping

Village I urge you to view the proposal
at www.sydneymetro.info/northwest
and email your objections ASAP to;
• Gladys Berejiklian MP
Willoughby@parliament.nsw.gov.au
• Sydney Metro Northwest info@
metronorthwest.com.au and
• Andrew Constance MP (Minister
for Transport and Infrastructure NSW)
bega@parliament.nsw.gov.au
On a positive note, a big Artarmon
welcome to our latest member, Dr
Mark Chung of Artarmon Fine Dental
at 80 Hampden Road! We would also
like to sincerely thank all the residents
who value and support their local
shops.
* If you would like to contact me,
email me on:
artarmonvillage@gmail.com

Support our local businesses to keep the ARTARMON VILLAGE vibrant!

flexible, local bookkeeping services
tailored for small business
Work Smarter, Grow faster, Live Better

 GST & BAS requirements

 Payroll, PAYG & Superannuation

 Cash Flow Management

 Weekly, monthly or quarterly accounts
management

 Software Training

Introductory offer - call now for your free business appraisal

Call Samantha Parker at first Class Accounts Artarmon
on 0411 486 910 or 02 9410 3602
E. samantha.parker@firstclasaccounts.com
W. www.firstclassaccounts.com/artarmon
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Artarmon’s Early Landlords
by Adrian Alexander

For the past four years, the history of
Artarmon and surrounding suburbs
has been slowly revealing itself to
the Artarmon Progress
Gore Hill 1943
Association History Team.
In 1794, land grants in
Artarmon and surrounding
suburbs were made to
soldiers of the 102nd
Regiment, NSW Corp. Most
of the grants were of 25
acres, some 30 acres, and
the soldiers quickly sold
them.
William Gore (1765-1845)
arrived in Sydney in 1806
with Governor William
Bligh to act as Provost
Marshall for the Colony
NSW. Soon after his arrival,
Gore began buying up
local land grants and had
accumulated 350 acres by
1813. He received his own land grant
of 150 acres in East Artarmon in
1810. Gore also leased land from the
Government. He controlled 1,000 acres

in the district at one stage, including
ten acres at Greenwich where he built
a wharf to take his produce to Sydney
Cove.

Gore called his East Artarmon land
grant Artarmon after his family’s
Estate in County Sligo, Ireland. He
later built Artarmon House on the

corner of Westbourne Street and
Pacific Highway, Gore Hill.
In the 1860’s, Thomas Broughton
(1810-1901), the son of two
convicts, began buying up
large tracts of Gore’s Artarmon
Estate. In 1894, the NSW
Government was the first to
offer residential allotments in
Artarmon. In 1898, Thomas
Broughton, a former Sydney
Mayor (1846) and NSW MLA
(1858), began selling house
blocks on the western side of
the Artarmon Railway Station
and in partnership with others.
The APA has begun
identifying stories for loading
onto our website. We would
appreciate hearing from anyone
interested in helping us to
write up stories for this project.
Please contact us at history@
artarmonprogress.org.au or telephone
Adrian on 0401 644 052.

At Mind Heart Body Centre we believe in a holistic approach to treating and preventing pain.
Our range of services aims to address factors such as, physical, mental, emotional and social stressors
that may be contributing to your problem, to help you achieve optimum health and happiness.

Specialising in:
• Back, neck, shoulder pain
• Sporting / Dance Injuries
• Women’s Health
• Pre and postnatal care
• Exercise rehabilitation

Mind Heart Body Centre
Suite 3, First floor, 92 Hampden Road, Artarmon NSW 2064
Phone (02) 8068 4696 • Fax (02) 8068 4768 • admin@mindheartbodycentre.com.au

www.mindheartbodycentre.com.au
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Exploring Coffee Extraction
In this edition I thought I’d chat briefly
about the way in which coffee extracts
and an issue to overcome in the
process of brewing a filter coffee.
In a nutshell, the basics of coffee
brewing is simple. Water comes into
contact with coffee and takes on
(extracts) some of this coffee goodness
during the process. For example when
it comes to one of the more common
brewing methods we use known as the
‘pour over’, coffee is placed in a filter,
water is poured over the coffee and
passes through it.
But how much coffee will the
water extract?
Throw a handful of whole coffee
beans into a cup of hot water and
you’ll certainly find that not too much
will happen. The water will extract a
super small portion from the coffees
surface, though can’t penetrate through
the dense bean to have a party with the
rest.
So what do we do?
Break the bean into bits. Grinding up
the beans will increase the surface area
and amount of actual coffee coming
into contact with the water. Grinders
can be easily adjusted to increase or
decrease the coffees size.
Essentially when it comes to
grinding, if the coffee particles are
larger, the water will have less contact
with all of the coffee due to reduced
overall bean surface area, which can
potentially result in a weaker brew or
under extraction. Characteristics of an
under extracted brew can be watery or
sour, lacking body and sweetness.
On the flip side, finer coffee has an
increased total surface area, allowing
more coffee to be available for
extraction and can at times lead to the
coffee over extracting. Over extracted
coffee can have an astringent/dry
finish, becoming more and more
apparent on the palate as the coffee
cools.

All of this said, it becomes obvious
that we adjust the grind size to balance
out how much coffee is extracted
into the water and achieving this is
paramount a great result.
No matter what grinder that you are
using for your coffee, the chances of
the particles being all the same size
are slim to none. If you look closely at
dose of coffee ground for your brew
you will easily notice that the particles
will vary greatly in size. Now given
what I have just pointed out regarding
under extraction and over extraction,
this grind size variance poses a
problem. Whilst some larger particles
are brewing happily, the smaller pieces
are brewing further.
At Salvage this grind size variance
has been playing on our mind recently
and as we are constantly striving to
best represent the product, combating
this issue has become a focus of our
attention. We have taken on an extra
step in the brewing process whereby
we pass our ground coffee on a
superfine sieve, removing the smallest
particles which will contribute to a
portion of the coffee over brewing.
Upon closer investigation we have
found it possible to separate and
remove over 10% of our standard
ground coffee with particles as fine as
a cocoa consistency. After a period of
testing and refining we have begun to
adapt this sifting technique on the bar
and the results speak for themselves.
A noticeable improvement in the
quality and clarity of the coffee in the
cup. The coffee cools cleaner with
increased sweetness & complexity,
without the previous over extracted
undesirables coming to the forefront of
the palate.
Interested in learning more about
this?
Come have a chat with us.

Know Your Barista
Hi, my name is Toby Cutler…

How did you start working in the
specialty coffee industry?
Working in hospitality since leaving
school, I’ve always loved being a part of
the service industry. Working around in
hotels, bars, restaurants and kitchens for
some time, I decided to invest in a coffee
shop with mates around 10 years ago.
My fascination for coffee grew from
there, finally finding a job in a specialty
coffee café/roastery in the Hills.
Best thing about your job?
The specialty coffee industry is everchanging, adapting different approaches
and new techniques designed to get
more out of each coffee. After the
farming, processing and roasting is
done, it comes down to us in the coffee
shop, working on the front line towards
best representing efforts put in by all
in the production chain. It’s up to us to
bring all these combined efforts to the
general public in the best way we can.
That’s what I like.
What’s a handy piece of advice for
the everyday home coffee brewer?
Find a coffee recipe as a safe starting
point (maybe ask your local barista.)
I suggest starting at a ratio of somewhere
in the vicinity of 6 grams of coffee per
100ml water for your brew, starting with
a coarser grind of coffee to reduce the
risk of over extracting the coffee. If you
are going to adjust the recipe, whether it
is dose, water volume or grind, change
one thing at a time and taste.
Preferred brew of choice?
Aeropress - it’s easy to use! Quick,
clean and can reproduce a consistent
cup once you find a recipe that works
for you.

Coffee ground for filter vs. fine particles removed
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If you weren’t making coffee for a
living what would you be doing?
Working in a kitchen. Have spent
a few years around kitchens and am
fascinated with all things food.
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C o u n c i ll o r s’ f e e d b a ck ...f e e d b a ck ...
Location of New
Metro Stations
The issue
around the Metro
route has largely
been resolved
with a recent
announcement. An
underground route has been favoured,
so any concerns associated with a
railway line above ground along the
current rail corridor have gone away.
New Metro stations announced
include one located near the western
fringe of Crows Nest village, and
Victoria Cross, located in the northern
section of North Sydney’s CBD.
This means no Metro station for the
Artarmon Industrial area (AIA) as
was initially suggested. So the closest
station to the AIA will be Crows Nest.
Chatswood will become the only
North Shore changeover point from the
overground line to the Metro line.
What is not known is whether these
new Metro Stations are going to be
bus termination points to reduce the
number of buses travelling across
the Sydney Harbour Bridge to the
Sydney CBD. It has been announced
that the light rail up George Street to
Randwick has the purpose of reducing
buses travelling into the Sydney CBD
from the Southern areas. Given this
planning assumption south of the
harbour, it would seem appropriate
to ask whether the same planning
assumption is operating north of
Sydney Harbour. Traffic congestion
has been cited as a major driver for
all the current transport and road
planning and proposed works. The
silence on this issue I find interesting.

Power cable route
Another current concern is routing
of power for the underground Metro
line.
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) placed
six options for the above project
on public exhibition, on Monday 2
November 2015. Submissions close
30 November 2015. Council held a
public meeting on 19 November and
has made a submission on behalf of the
community.
The real issue here is TfNSW seems
to have clearly identified its preferred
route, pushed this way, I suspect, by
Railcorp, the government agency
responsible for land comprising the rail
corridors.
In Artarmon, we have the most
sensible option for the power cable
route being the rail corridor. Yet
Railcorp apparently says “No!” (Not
in writing!). However, this project is a
TfNSW project, and the Metro sits in
their space.
I ask, why should residential streets
once again be torn up and the daily
viability of key local businesses
be challenged to suit the bloody
mindedness of one department?
As always, what to do? I urge you
ALL to take the time to write personal
letters, not form letters, to both local
State Members for our area: Gladys
Berejiklian and Anthony Roberts.
Artarmon has already had its streets
torn up to lay new power cables, as
has Chatswood and Willoughby, and
frankly once is enough!
Merry Christmas
I wish you all a very Merry
Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
It has been my honour and pleasure to
be one of your Councillors in 2015.

– stuart.coppock@willoughby.nsw.gov.au

Fit for the Future

On 30 June 2015,
Willoughby City
Council (WCC)
made its submission
to the Independent
Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal
(IPART) as required by the State
Government’s Fit for the Future local
government reform process. We lodged
a Stand Alone submission.
In October 2015, despite meeting the
financial, sustainability and efficiency
criteria – WCC did not satisfy the
threshold criteria of scale and capacity.
Along with the majority of Sydney
Metropolitan Councils, Willoughby
was deemed unfit. Councils were
given until 18 November to make
a decision about whether we would
continue to stand alone, or whether we
would nominate our possible merger
preferences, if amalgamations were to
proceed.
On Monday 9 November, Council
agreed to respond to IPART concerning
our original submission and indicate
to the State Government that our
preference for a merger partner would
be North Sydney Council. Council is
not in favour of the mega – council
proposal of Hunters Hill, Lane Cove,
Mosman, North Sydney and part of
Ryde.
My firm view is that the only
responsible position your Council
could take was to indicate a merger
preference. To not do so, is simply
saying to the State Government – you
sort out our future for us. In my view,
that is an unacceptable outcome for our
community.
The strongest arguments for council
amalgamations are strategic. Scale
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and capacity are threshold criteria
for a reason – and it is not just the
simplistic notion that big is better – but
big can, and does, mean more clout.
Willoughby is part of a global city; we
have to step up and we can.
How long have we argued for better
transport infrastructure; better local
schools; and more say in critical
planning decisions that impact our
city? Just think about what could
be achieved if we had the scale to be
heard!
Change is here and in my view, the
best place for our community is to be
“at the table” ready to discuss options.
I want to strengthen local government
rather than weaken it.
Let’s be part of the solution; let’s
make sure by enhancing our impact,
we can continue to argue for the things
that matter to our local communities
now and into the future.
Sydney Metro Northwest Willoughby to North Chatswood 33kV underground feeder power line
Transport for NSW (TfNSW)
announced the construction of a new
electricity power line from Artarmon
to Chatswood under local roads in
a route that includes Muttama Rd,
Hampden Rd and Brand St – www.
metronorthwest.com.au
These works will require the partial
closure of two lanes on Hampden
Rd for a period of 6 to 12 months.
This will cause major disruption to
Artarmon Village and all residents of
Artarmon.
The Village will be severely
impacted by reduced on-street parking
and traffic disruption, undermining
the viability of the shopping strip.
The APA and Artarmon Village are
extremely concerned and are working
with Willoughby City Council to
find a less disruptive alternative and

are lobbying Transport for NSW to
highlight the damaging impact on the
community.
If you are concerned, write to Gladys
Berejiklian willoughby@parliament.
nsw.gov.au and Anthony Roberts
lanecove@parliament.nsw.gov.au.
Urge them to prevent severe disruption
to Artarmon by ensuring that the
Metro power cable line is installed in
TfNSW’s own infrastructure.
–michelle.sloane@willoughby.nsw.gov.au
Hampden Rd and
the Sydney Metro
After months of
disruption to our
shopping strip with
the installation of the
Artarmon Station lift,
Transport for NSW
(TfNSW) has now recommended that
Hampden Rd be dug up for a new 33
kilovolt feeder cable to be laid for the
new rail metro system.
Disruptions along Hampden Rd
would last between 6 and 12 months,
and have a significant impact on traffic
and the viabilities of the Artarmon
village shopping strip.
TfNSW is asking for feedback,
but by the time you’re reading this
submissions will be closed. In order
to have your concerns heard, it’s
important that you contact our local
MPs (Gladys Berijiklian willoughby@
parliament.nsw.gov.au and Anthony
Roberts lanecove@parliament.nsw.gov.
au) and let them know that TfNSWs
preferred option is not our preferred
option. TfNSW needs to know that
their preferred option will have the
greatest impact on the most number of
residential streets, and blocking two
lanes of traffic in our shopping village
for such an extended period of time
will be disastrous to our community
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and the shops that we all rely on.
IPART and Fit for the Future
As you may have already seen,
Willoughby Council was deemed
“unfit” in the recent IPART Fit for the
Future reports. The only criteria that we
failed to meet were the size and scale
(i.e. population), which despite our best
efforts, was never going to be met.
The amalgamation debate has so
far centered on the idea that bigger is
better, which will make community
representation harder and more diluted
in a larger council.
Nonetheless, Council was required
to submit preferences for any
merger and has said that if the Baird
government wishes continue with
forced amalgamation (despite clear
election promises from both Gladys
and the government that no such forced
amalgamations would occur), our
preferred partner is North Sydney.
While I know many of you may be
upset with this, if forced to merge this
seemed likely our most natural partner.
More will be known soon, and Council
will do our best to keep you updated.
Festive Season
Finally, it’s that time of year again.
I hope you all have a wonderful
festive season, and thank you for
your continued support this year.
As a community we’ve had some
big wins this year and some difficult
moments too – but it’s all made better
by the wonderful continued sense of
community we have in Artarmon.
We’ve got a lot to be proud of in
Artarmon.
I hope you and your family have a
wonderful new year, and even though
Council may be in recess over January,
your ward Councillors are still around
if you need some help.
See you around Artarmon!
– nic.wright@willoughby.nsw.gov.au
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Do as little as possible for the environment
by Alethea Morison

November was a time for each of us
to tap into our own green energy,
with massive rallies to support strong
action on climate change by world
leaders ahead of their December
meeting in Paris.
On the other hand, the holiday
season is the perfect time to take it
easy. Instead of doing your bit for the
environment – do nothing! There are
so many things we can all not do to
let the land, air and oceans flourish.
Instead of turning on TV or
computers, kick back with reading
matter that you’ve stocked up on
from Artarmon Library before the
Christmas Break, ideally from the
library’s sustainability section. (After
opening from 10am-1pm on 23
December, the library will next open
on 29 December from 2.30 to 5.00
pm, and resume normal hours from 4
January.)
Instead of bothering with lights
when night falls, indulge in some
unscheduled “Earth Hours.” Enjoy
the stars or all that sleep you’ve
missed in the hectic pre-Christmas
period.
Cooking? Forget it. It gobbles
energy, most importantly yours, and
heats up the house. Tuck into the
fruit and salads, feeling virtuous
about your diet and your greenhouse

impacts. If you need something more
festive, join the “raw cake” rage (with
recipes at www.onegreenplanet.org).
Don’t be a hero. If you have a petrolpowered mower, especially a 2-stroke,
or other garden power tools, there are
plenty of good excuses for putting off
the chores. Who needs the noise and
fumes? Or leaves blown into the gutter
to nutrify waterways? And, if you
mow in the morning on warm summer
days, the emissions contribute to smog
formation. At the very least, put off
the mowing until the day cools down.
Maybe now’s the time to find out for
yourself the truth in the saying, “I’d
rather watch grass growing.” Watch
the grass grow. Think about whether
planting some native ground-covers
and shrubs (later) would mean you
could enjoy watching them grow,
while also encouraging native birds
and bees into the garden and relieving
yourself of the need for mowing and
mowers.
Perhaps you can’t quell your restless
energy. It could be urging you out to
seek entertainment, services, food
or toilet paper. But do you really
want to get in the car and mix it with
the traffic and crowds? A stroll to
Artarmon shops can fulfill your every
want and need and there’s no time like

the holidays to “love life locally”.
We worry about shops standing
vacant in Artarmon but, as businesses
responded to a plea I circulated for
their holiday opening hours, I realised
what an amazing array of services
we have here. I only regret I can’t list
them all. There are groceries, fruit
and veg and gourmet foods, great
bakeries, cafes and ethnic restaurants
and myriad services. – pharmacy,
doctors, optometrist, chiropractic,
physiotherapy, skin and beauty
specialists, travel agency (for you to
plan your next eco-holiday), news
agency (if you run out of reading) and
places that give a genuine relaxation
massage so you can re-focus on what’s
important – doing nothing.
Some businesses close between
Christmas and New Year and for
bits of January but you can still find
everything you need and plenty not to
do in Artarmon.
Wishing everyone who lives, works
and relaxes in Artarmon a happy and,
above all, peaceful, holiday season.

Optometrist
Remember to use your optical benefits before we close

for the Christmas Break on 24th December.

Why not treat someone special with an Artarmon
Vision gift voucher or come in and choose from our
exciting range of frames and sunglasses.
122 Hampden Rd Artarmon, NSW 2064
p: 9412 3757 e: info@artarmonvision.com.au

www.artarmonvision.com.au
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The Season for Giving: Tools, Plants and Flowers
by Mollie Shelley

flowers. I’d just love to have someone
give me flowers for Christmas!”
Gift Tokens
These are a wonderful solution when
you’re not sure what to buy but know
that the recipient is a garden/plant
addict. They don’t expire, and can be
spent little by little over a long period.
That has been my family’s solution
to my ongoing appetite for plants,
compost, fertilisers and mulch. I’m
always grateful and they can last many
months, even all through the year.

Roaster of 10 Different
Multi Awarded blends

118 Hampden Rd

9411 5225
Open
Mon-Fri:
7.30 to 6.30
Sat: 8.00 to 4.00

(Closed Sundays and Public Holidays)

Support our business to keep the ARTARMON VILLAGE vibrant!
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works with soil, compost and fertilisers.
Even if they are not needed immediately
it’s almost certain that they will get their
turn when the gloves currently in use
inevitably wear out. Or how about a little
watering can, the size that’s useful for
watering pot plants and hanging baskets
– even indoor and veranda plants?
Garden Plants
The choice of plants being offered
for sale in December includes popular
ones such as Frangipani, Poinsettia,
Christmas Bush, Christmas Bells,
Agapanthus, Hydrangeas, Orchids
(particularly Phalaenopsis), Kalanchoe,
Gardenias, Geraniums, Roses,
Spathiphyllum (Peace Lily), and
Bougainvillea. If you want to give a
tree or shrub make sure the new owner
would like to have it - and has room to
plant it!
Pot Plants
The local florist reports that
customers increasingly like potted
plants. As I write, the potted white
hydrangea is very popular.
Flowers
A brief consultation with flower
sellers suggests that we can expect to
see the usual bunches of flowers for
sale. This includes the much-loved
Christmas Bush, Poinsettias, and
Phalaenopsis (Butterfly) Orchids, and
the Hydrangeas. A brief consultation
with a friend living in an apartment
resulted in the comment “I just love

20

We want our gifts to be appropriate
– hit the right spot, perhaps even
be loved! So before you succumb to
the florist/nurseryman or hardware
man’s suggestions, it is important that
you consider the proposed receiver’s
likes and situation. Do they live in an
apartment, or a house? Do they have
a balcony or veranda? How much sun
does it get? Is he/she a keen gardener
or just like to have flowers in the living
room? Are they new or experienced
gardeners? Is their house on a narrow or
large block?
The choice of gifts is wide. We
are not talking about large expensive
items that would have to be chosen in
consultation with the recipient – just
small gifts that are the usual size of
Christmas offerings.
Tools and Equipment
For older gardeners, the kneeling
mat is indispensable when planting
seedlings. Secateurs vary in size and
strength according to their use – small
and sharp often preferred by women for
picking flowers and for small prunings;
slightly larger/heavier ones appropriate
for men with bigger tasks. New
gardeners might even be grateful for the
common hand trowel and fork.
Those who have raised gardens, (often
vegetable gardens on narrow house
blocks), may find the short-handled
cultivators and rakes useful. Garden
gloves are essential for anyone who
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Sydney 2013
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Roasting locally in
Artarmon since 1999
Bring
Bringthis
thisfor
for10%
20%off
off

18-20 Cleg St, Artarmon
99668488
www.karmee.com
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Chatswood Metro Extension
by Peter Wilton
T r a n s p o r t f o r N S W has
released the high level plan for the
Chatswood metro extension. The
metro route will run in tunnels from
Chatswood, under the harbour, to
Sydenham and then onto Bankstown
on an upgraded rail line.
The Chatswood to Sydenham line
will pass under Artarmon in tunnels.
This is a key change from the earlier
project plan that had proposed
operating the metro above ground from
Chatswood to St Leonards. According
to Transport for NSW this change was
a result of feedback received during
the community consultation which
highlighted the impact of an above
ground line on Artarmon Reserve and
its Blue Gum vegetation. This change
is welcomed. It demonstrates the
influence that community submissions
can have on a government proposal.
The proposed tunnel route will
deviate away from the existing rail
line towards the Pacific Hwy before
it reaches Mowbray Rd. It will then
travel under the western edge of
Artarmon and cross under the Gore

Hill expressway near Barton Rd.
A construction and tunnel dive site
will be established on the northern
side of Mowbray Rd between Pacific
Hwy, Nelson St and the existing rail
line. Tunnel boring machines will be
launched, and controlled, from this site
towards the CBD. The location of the
construction site is unlikely to have
any major impact on Artarmon as it is
away from the Artarmon residential
area and has access to major roads.
Transport for NSW considered a
new metro station in the Artarmon
industrial area. However, it has
decided not to proceed due to limited
support from major stakeholders to
change the area’s industrial zoning,
and the possibility that the station
site could add to car congestion. APA
is disappointed with this decision
and sees it as a lost opportunity to
revitalise and improve this part of
Artarmon.
The metro line will be powered from
an electrical substation to be built
in Artarmon on a site on the edge of
the Gore Hill expressway, between

Barton Rd and Butchers Lane. An
above ground building will house the
substation with a small cable shaft to
the metro tunnel below.
The Artarmon substation will be fed
from a 33kV power line coming from
within the new tunnel. This power line
appears to be an extension from North
Chatswood of the 33kV line (currently
planned) that originates from the
Artarmon industrial area. If this is the
case then the power line will take a
very circuitous route to the Artarmon
substation.
More detailed planning and
environmental documents will be
developed for public exhibition
and community consultation. The
Chatswood to Sydenham plans are
scheduled for public exhibition by
mid-2016.
Until the more detailed plans are
released it is difficult to determine
what the potential impact on Artarmon
residents will be from the Chatswood
metro extension.
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An open letter to those graduating
from Primary School
by Maggie Ho
Dear Year 6 graduate,
This time last year, I was in
your position. A student who was
transferring to a new high school,
having to buy new school supplies and
already missing all her old friends.
Does this sound like you? Read on!
Year 7 isn’t as stressful as you might
think it is. Yes, it can be pressuring,
hard and sometimes boring - but on
the bright side you get to meet great
new friends, learn new subjects and of
course, have more fun!
Leaving your friends from primary
school is something not everybody
wants to deal with. But, even though
you might not see them every 5 days,
you will have the awesome opportunity
to meet new friends! Don’t be shy to
say hi to one of your peers in class,
because you never know if maybe one
day you’ll be best friends with them. If
you find it uncomfortable approaching
someone on their first day, you can try
joining different clubs and after-school
activities. That way, you can make
friends with people who have the same

interests as you!
Being a little fish in a big pond
can be hard and scary at times, but
when you’re organised and ready for
anything, it won’t be so grim. Make
sure to always keep your diary with
you and write down any important
dates and homework. This will keep
you organised and help you remember
any important assignments that are
due. Make sure to get as much sleep as
possible in order to wake up a happier
you; trust me, this will help you
concentrate during class.
Make sure to have your schedule
with you at all times. Even I haven’t
memorised my schedule because it’s
a hard process, but if you have a good
memory, give it a shot! Get to know
your school better and explore your
school during lunchtimes, but don’t
get lost. If you can, bring a school map
with you.
Summer holidays are just around the
corner and you know what that means:
Back to School shopping! Make sure
to stock up on whatever your school

needs you to buy: pens, erasers,
pencils, whiteout, glue, scissors etc.
I have a countless amount of pens
that are already out of ink and it’s
only been a year! I would also suggest
buying a small bundle of supplies
every term holiday, just in case.
Packing the night before a school
day is very convenient and can save
a lot of time. It can help prevent the
dreadful morning rush and you can
spend more time eating breakfast
and doing the things you enjoy - like
scrolling on your phone.
On your first day you might feel a
little nervous so I suggest sleeping
early the night before, and waking up
on time for your first day. If there’s
time, do something you love that will
calm you down, whether it’s reading,
exercising, or listening to some music.
I hope you have a great start to your
first year. Good luck!

Are your medicines
working for you?
Have you recently been discharged from hospital?
Are you taking several medicines?
Have you had recent changes to your medicines?
Do you use devices or require monitoring for your conditions?
A MedsCheck is a FREE 30 minute one-on-one review of
your medicines with a pharmacist.
It will increase your knowledge and confidence in your
medicines and reduce your risk of an avoidable trip to the
hospital.
Phone us and book a MedsCheck today on 02 9419 6880
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96 Hampden Rd, Artarmon
Phone: 9419 6880 Fax: 9419 6868
Email: nloganpa@bigpond.net.au
Web: www.pharmacistadvice.com.au
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